
SYNETICS, leader for Health

 Reproduction: Retained Placenta and Metritis are 2 new exclusive proofs
from SYNETICS Génosanté R&D program.

Best SYNETICS bulls, like Trevert, can improve by 50% herd results for these
traits that weight 1200€/100 cows/year.

 Hoof health: 7 years after the creation of Génosanté, hoof health becomes a
new official proof and is integrated in the new ISU for 6% weight. Talavenir
becomes the Holstein leader for hoof health with +2,8 STPI.

 Paratuberculosis resistance, world exclusive French indicator, is providing a
unique long-term solution for farmers. 5 out of top 10 SYNETICS bulls are
qualified RPTB like Troscoff.

 Polled stands up within SYNETICS offer with Utaka P.

SYNETICS, Leading for Health & Genetic Progress ! 

 Outstanding yearly base change of 8 points of ISU shows the high
performance of SYNETICS breeding program!

 SYNETICS leads Health improvement with new traits:
Reproduction traits: Retained Placenta and Metritis 
New Hoof Health traits integrated in the new ISU formula
Strong leader for Polled & Paratuberculosis resistance

 SYNETICS leads overall ISU ranking: 80% of TOP 20!

The new SYNETICS generation

 Thiem (ISU 222) is one of Roddick's first sons. He inherits his sire's dairy
qualities with a milk index at +1919 kg. In this segment of production
champions, Real Syn (+1827 kg) keeps the leadership in RZG and maintains
an excellent level of ISU at 215. Tavanjer (+1444 kg) and Tamack P (+1494
kg) will also produce daughters with maximum milk production.

 Utaka P is the new N°2 French ISU for Polled bulls, just behind Tamack P. He
is one of our new specialists with a milk rich in protein and fat (+6.6) without
losing sight of milk quantity (+1081 kg). Trigavou, Tennie and Tourangeau
also offer this added value in terms of components.

Sionaise dam of Utaka P - Gaec Aron et Chere

+8 ISU yearly progress

New Health traits

80% of Top 20



The new SYNETICS generation

 If you're looking for cows with controlled stature, sufficient width and resistant
to lameness, Trévert and Tukerheu P are essential. Talavenir confirms his
status as master of hoof health (+2.8).

 Pepitas (ISU 213), Teacup P (ISU 211) and Tonykroos (ISU 205) are the first
and best sons of Pellegrino, Ridercup and Speculos that arrive. They strengthen
our range of autonomous cows in which Tarok P remains very attractive.

 The homozygous Polled Uxheim PP passes the 200 pts ISU mark and takes
the 1st place in the French PP ranking.

 In Red Holstein, Touzac Red completes the Red range.

 When it comes to type, Tiamor, Savenay, Roddick, Rockchip, Rockland
guarantee excellence.

Rencontre, daughter of Complex and dam of
Tonykroos - Earl Arnaud Mellerin

Proven bulls

 Poulidor (ISU 185), Oria (ISU 179), Oued (ISU179), and Solito Red (ISU 178)
are among the world's top 15 proven sires (95% Rel). If we extend the list to
the 50 best proven sires in the world, we also find 18 of our bulls, including
Perigne, Ogolf Rf and Oheme.

 Gepard RF (ISU 197), Polibay (ISU 184) and Payet P (ISU 180) have just
passed the 85% Rel mark by integrating their first daughters.

 If you're looking for a good type with milk and functional, we highly
recommend Pellegrino (ISU 199), who is integrating his first daughters. These
daughters are already making a name for themselves in the European rings.

This is just a small excerpt from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. We will shortly be presenting our current
range of bulls in more detail here.

Scarlatine, daughter of Polibay - Gaec de la 
Blandelière

SYNETICS - The perfect fit 


